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Raleigh
Convergence
A modern local news
organization focused
squarely on Wake County.
Created with and for the local
community, owned and
operated by longtime journalist
Sarah Day Owen Wiskirchen.

HOW WE REACH AUDIENCES:
Curated, contextual newsletters,
three times weekly.
Original content + guides at
RaleighConvergence.com
Live (now virtual), communitycentric events.
Social publishing (largely Instagram)

about our audience:
People who support local, who want to be
actively engaged in the place we live.
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what our audience says....
From our recent reader survey:

The big picture:

Most of 80 survey respondents were 25-44,
consistent with our analytics on
RaleighConvergence.com and Instagram.
84% identify as "localvores," wanting to
support and explore local.
Rooted in Raleigh: Nearly half identify as
"long-term residents"
Engaged: 47% are volunteers, 41% want to get
more involved.

what our audience says....
From our recent reader survey:
"Raleigh Convergence provides a single
communication tool that provides me with public
policy updates, time-sensitive events, introductions
to local businesses and opportunities by which I can
better engage locally." --35-44-year-old longtime
resident in Raleigh.
"It provides ... more
informative news than
"Informs me of local
just the click (bait)
news that matters"
information that is
-- 25-34-year-old parent
often targeted at me." -of young children in
45-54-year-old parent
Raleigh
of older children in
Wake Forest
"Important local news
delivered in a personal
"Lets me know about
way, as well as a feeling
local events, new
of community"
stores/restaurants."
-- 25-34-year-old
-- 25-34-year-old
volunteer in Cary
longtime Raleigh
resident and parent of
young children.

what our audience says....
From our recent reader survey:
"I appreciate the
regular newsletters,
which are always
concise and
informative." -- 35-44year-old parent of
young children in
Raleigh
"Presentation of Raleigh
news that I feel more
connected to, such as
today's library opening."
-- 65+ volunteer in
Raleigh.

"Love the hyper-local
focus on issues that
affect us everyday." -25-34-year-old
longtime resident in
Raleigh
"It has lended to me
an insider's
understanding while I
still feel new and like
an outsider. It has
helped for me to feel
more welcomed in
Raleigh." -- 25-34year-old newcomer in
Raleigh

"I enjoy the fair mindedness of the news
presented, the local business
openings/festivals that we can participate in
and the articles that bring a more in depth
conversation locally." -- 45-54-year-old
longtime resident in Raleigh.

sponsorships:

NEWSLETTERS
EACH NEWSLETTER INCLUDES:
FIRST LINE MENTION
100-WORD MESSAGE
CALL TO ACTION BUTTON
OPTIONAL IMAGE

example

sponsorships:

WEBSITE

this ad placement includes100%
share voice of the site:

Desktop ^^
MOBILE>>
After 5th
paragraph on
article pages.
On homepage
before signup
module

On search,
static + category
pages before
post.

sponsorships:

JOBS BOARD
EACH $25 PAID LISTING INCLUDES:
LISTING AT
RALEIGHCONVERGENCE.COM.
JOB TITLE, EMPLOYER + LINK TO
LISTING IN TUESDAY'S
DESIGINATED JOBS BOARD
SELF-SERVICE PORTAL (CLICK
TO LEARN MORE)

Example

JANUARY 2021 RATES
core offerings

the new neighbor project

event sponsorships
ASK ABOUT THE 2021 SEASON OF CONVERGING STORIES!

fine print

Message + assets must be received by 5 p.m.
Monday prior to publication for review for ads
beginning on Thursday or Friday editions, and by
noon the previous Friday for Tuesday editions.
Message & image may be changed weekly for
longer campaigns.
For Instagram ad, Client provides creative: a photo
which you own the copyright, with no text on image;
a short message.The post will follow branded
content rules of Instagram: CLICK HERE The
message will end with #ad and introduced as a
partner.
Sponsors will be invoiced for 50% of the
sponsorship to hold sponsorship dates.
Full cost of the sponsorship is due at 12 p.m. EST
on the last Thursday of the campaign. Sponsors
are responsible for scheduling their optional content
strategy session no later than 30 days after the
campaign's run.
Sponsors will receive a report on the sponsorship's
performance and feedback by one week after the
last sponsorship message runs.
Screen shots available by request.

Additional questions? Looking for something
custom?
Send an email to
EDITOR@RALEIGHCONVERGENCE.COM

